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STORAGE  RATE PER INSTANCE  NOTES  
Pallet Storage (Monthly) $10.00 This is the monthly storage price per pallet. The assumption is that pallets are standard size [48Lx40Wx60H inches] and rackable. 

1/2-month initial storage applies if pallet received after the 15th. Recurring storage based on snapshot on the 1st of the month. 

Standard dimensions  Pallets that are non-standard or inventory that is crated may incur extra costs. We’d love to talk more about your need, the 
dimensions, the category of forklift required and the onboarding process 

HANDLING:   
 
Pallet Handling In &Out  

 
$7.00 

 
The cost of unloading or shipping (collecting) a full pallet.  Delivery charges to a destination not included 

Pallet Supply Fee $6.00 The cost of purchasing a pallet  
Stretch wrapping fee per pallet  $4.00 Shrink wrap a pallet  
Pallet Labelling Fee $1.50 The cost of labelling a pallet  
 
Box Storage (Monthly)  

 
$5.00 

 
This the monthly storage price per box. All the boxes under 30x30x30 (size) and 20lb  

Box Handling In & Out $6.00 The cost of receiving or shipping (collecting) a box. Delivery charges to a destination not included  
Box Labelling Fee  $0.40 The cost of labelling a box 
Pictures  $0.75 Pictures of your material or cargo sent to you at your request by email 
Each Picking Fee  The cost to pick and ship a single unit (aka each) on an outbound order. Delivery cost to destination not included 
Container Unload/load Fee (40’)  $300.00 The cost to unload a 40' container, not including any pallet supplies  
Container Unload/load Fee (20’) $250.00 The cost to unload a 20' container, not including any pallet supplies 
 
OTHER:  

  

Hourly Labor Fee  $30.00 Hourly Labor Fee for work outside of the scope of the pre-defined project. No action will be carried out without the customer's 
agreement.  

Order Processing Fee  $3.00 The cost of inspecting and processing your material.  
E-commerce Order Processing  $2.50 The order processing fee is for e-commerce customers, and it includes labels and picks  
Crating & Re-boxing   Specialised service. Please call us for more details  
OS&D’s 
 
Impact Subscription (Monthly) 

 
 
$100.00 

The cost of Overages, Shortages and Returns. This is a specialist service.  Please call us for specifics.  
 
Our Monthly fees include on-call and email support, administrative and account set up access to discount freight prices and 
warehouse rates.  
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